
Charcoal Burning in Quernmore Forest
By Philip J. Hudson

Charcoal burning is a woodland industry and
has been carried out by man in the forest
areas since Roman timesr dnd possibly
earlier. In the medieval period this
industry brought 1n income and is well
recorded in the various foresters' and
monastic orders' accounts, which is proof
that the activity \^ras of some economic
importance. In more recent records of the
1 7th and 1 Bth century, there are references
to the use of large quantities of charcoal in
the documents connected with forges and iron
furnaces.

The field evidence associated with this
activily is usually found in several relict
forms; the old pitsteads and the remains of
the woodland shelters which housed the people
working the coppiced woodland, lanes and
trackways for access, pits from which a clay
based mixture used to cover the wood in the
stacks during a burn, called sammel, was dug,
and on some sites minor water channels used
to bring spring waterr near to the pitstead
sites where it was used to control the
damping of the fires.

Pitstead remains are seen as flat circular or
elongated platforms, often dug into the
hillside slopes and banked up either by soil
from the back digging or in some cases
supported by a few courses of stone walling.
The surface is packed clayey soil. Pitsteads
in the Quernmore Forest area vary in size
from 4 metres to 7 metres in diameter, but
larger sized steadings are found in the
Furness area.

Remains of the conical huts are guite rare.
This could be because of the temporary nature
of many of them and because the materials

(often just tree branches, sods, bracken and
Iing ) used vrere not very durable. When
remains are found they take the form of
circular low*banked foundations, about 3
metres across, with the remains of a small
stone fireplace in the waII, or a stone based
circular foundation outline with or without a
fireplace. Some are U-shaped and a few
rectangular in form.

The associated field remains vary. For
example the sammel pits are often between 2
to 3 metres across and vary in depth, some
having accompanying mounds of prepared sammel
or spoiI. The water channels are rarely
found and are often seen only as weak
features. The old roads and tracks are
usually overgrown and damaged.

In Quernmore Forest early evidence of
charcoal use has been found in the Roman
Pottery Kilns at Low Pleasant, along with the
fragments of charcoal found on the hearth
nearby, which may be of rnedieval date.
(Leather 071 / I

Charcoal was in demand in England throughout
the last few hundred years as a means of
smeltd.ng and working iron, often on sites in
the remote woodla:nds in the north. The more
widespread use of iron in the 1 7th and 1 8th
century must have put pressure on woodland
owners to produce more charcoal, eventually
Ieading to a shortage, and even to
cooperatlon on buying woodland supplies
between the rival forge and furnace or.rners,
in order to keep the prices down. One such
agrement was made in about 1753 between t"lyles
Birkett of Halton Furnace and Myles
Postlethwaite of Leighton Furnace. (FeI1,
1421

The field evidence found in the northern part
of the Quernmore area suggests that charcoal
burning activities have been carried out on a
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Iarge scale over many years
pitsteads have been recorded
within the present surviving
some evidence of pitstead

Begin at the trackway into the wood next toBark Barn. This is confirmation that the
early map c.1800 which shows a sheep hole in
the walI behind the barn is correct; thefeature is still extant. Wal_k up trackway
from SD 538 617., This is well worn
suggesting long use. - It is about 2 metres
wide and unmetalled, but firm. On the left
some 20 metres in is a charcoal burner's
pitstead, (1) (5 m). The woodland is oak,
managed and thinned but not much of it
coppiced. Most of the trees are about 300 mm
or so in girthr so it has been replanted and
manaqed to produce standard timber.
About 50 metres up the roadside fence on the
wood side which is now new, post and wi_re,
there is what looks like an old sunken
trackway curving round (Sn 5390 6171). It
looks more like a huge double bank and dj_tch.
Had I seen this feature in an open field or
on a hill top it might have been interpreted
as a perimeter ditch to a deserted RB perj_od

. Some 200
and mapped

woodlands, and
sites has been

recorded in various cleared woodland which is
now meadow or pastureland.

One area where charcoal burning has been most
concentrated is in Cragg Wood, where a full
field survey has recorded B3 pitsteads ofvarying ages and sizes along with some
associated trackways, buildj_ngs and other
remains. Cragg Wood is an area of ancient
woodland in Littledale, extending to some 90
acres and was once part of euernmore Forest.

The following pages are a full and detailed
record of this field i_nvestigation in Cragg
Wood, a survey carried out by the author in
January 1987.

farmstead. Near the top end of this last
feature on the wood side is another pitstead
(21 (S m), this is right up against the outer
southern edge and partly dug back in, so it
must post-date the bank. There is a trackway
leading into this pitstead area from the
Baines Cragg side (east) which follows the
roadside stone waII line just a few metres
in. About here the trees are coppiced about
half and half. Now walking up the roadside
trackway which is about 2 metres wide,
unmetalled and unfenced. The wall to the
road is modern. About 60 metres up this
track is another pitstead (3) (5 m). The
track runs up and out of the wood via a
gateway and out for a few metres where it
joins the main road (SD 5403 6171 l. 50
metres along the wall side and about 30 m

into the wood is another pitstead (4) (5 m).
No sign of any paths, tracks or banks and
ditches survive in this section of the wood.
Another pitstead (5) (O m), Iies just some 40
metres in and 40 metres up from the last one,
almost in line with the end of Baines Cragg.
A few metres further the wall of the wood
Ieqves the line of the main road and.begins
to drop downhilI. This wall section appears
to be an ol-d one, and it is a bit rough in
places, and would appear to be pre-1 800 in
date. Here the trees are younger and
coppiced.

Down in the wood there are a lot of big rough
stones and a bedrock outcrop. This appears
to be a continuation of the Baines Cragg rock
outcrop. Another steading is right on the
corner of the field (6) (6 m) (SD 5421 6160).
This corner area appears to have been waIled
in, and just above the stead there is a faint
wall foundation line running out for about 1 0
metres and then parallel to the field wall
for about 30 metres. It is just a remnant of
the foundations.

Some 20 metres into the wood to the west is
-2?- -28-



the rock outcrop, where men have been working
the stone and there is a millstone pit with a
rough blank in it ( SD 541 B 61 621 , and another
possible blank just 2 metres below it. This
has some stones tipped on it, but no signs of
knapping. Both stones are a bit damaged on
one side and they measure c 1.5 x 0.3 metres
thick, only roughed out and with no sign of
ho1es. A few metres further down the wood is
another millstone blank about 'l .40 metres in
diameter, and some more stone pits below.
This outcrop runs down the hillside almost to
the bottom trackway and it has been worked
all the way. About halfway down is what
looks like a working area, a flat platform
(SD 5416 6159) with a stone rim round the
outside of it made up of about ten placed
stones. IL is full of lumps of rock, some
with chisel marks I one has eight chisel marks
in a r.owr these are the standard 75 mm type.
This stone has been set up for working and is
partly rounded on one side, when split it
would make a millstone about 1.40 x 0.3
metres. There is no sign of any centre pop
mark but most of the stone in this area is
weII covered with moss and lichens so it is
difficult to sort out. The odd chisel marks
found are very weatheArd which suggests great
d9€r but again knappings are not in evidence.
This band of rock is only about 20 metres
wide. About halfway down is a trackway
bisecting it running at an angle across the
hill for about 30 metres, then there is no
further sign of it below and it then runs up
to a pitsLead above. Now movl-ng back towards
Cragg Cottage up the track, west, and a few
metres along is a pitstead (7) (6 m) (SD 5417
6161); and another smaller one some 30 metres
further along (B) (S m).

About 50 metres to the west is a large block
of stone 0.9 x 0.3 m, which could have been
cut. It is propped on a small stone, and may
j ust have fallen down the scarp from the
rocky outcrop above.
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There are stil1 no signs of any trackways in
this part of the wood.

Returning to the track from Bark Barn, just
below is a pitstead (9) (4 m+) (sp 5382 61621
very overgro\i/n with a faint trackway leading
down to it at an angle from the general
direction of the wood's NW corner. Back to
the wall side by Cragg Cottage; in the corner
a few metres inside the wall is a pitstead
(10) (S m). Just below this are the remains
of a small stone building, (SD 5378 6165) now
just the foundations and the odd course or
two, measuring 2 metres sguare internally.
The walls are modern type less than 2 fL
thick, with even an old Claughton Manor brick
fragment built into the back section. The
doorway is on the southern Side at the
corner.

There is a pitstead (11 ) (4 m+), just below
the building remains which looks like an old
steading and the wall appears to have been
built over it and a ditch dug on the west of
the wall. I consider that the waI1 is early
being pre 1800, so the pitstead pre-dates
this wa1l. Another pitstead 112l (S m) (Sp
5379 6159) can be seen below and 10 metres
into the wood. Down in the wood corner next
to the stream the gamekeeper has a pen and
huts with a small stone building. A litt1e
further into the wood there is an area where
there are some small piles of stone, (SO 5381
6159) water*washed stone of mixed size, piles
being 3 metres long and 2 metres across. One
has a possible ditch round the back of it,
very overgrown. The woodland down here j-s
mostly birch carr and there is no sign of the
footbridge marked on the OS map. Some 50
metres upstream and 1 0 to the north is
another big newish pitstead (13) (6 m)r and a
spring running just to the east of it, which
has cut a small channel right down the slope
of the wood; perhaps a man-made ditch but
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there is no sign of banking. Moving now

across the spring and uphill, the trees are
coppiced and-younger. Another pitstead (1 4)
7 *j (sD 5386 6158) some 40 metres up this is
larger than most, well dug out of the bank
and banked on the low side, and in one or two
places at the side is surplus soil in mounds'

a small flattish area some 2 metres x 3

metres but it does not appear to be a
pitstead. Further along the track some 40
metres there is a large rock obviously placed
as a marker at the side of the trackway'
though it has no signs of any markings- This
type of large placed rock can be found along
the sides of many of the older trackways in
the area and could possibly be the ancient
way of marking ways and boundaries.

The pitstead some 60 metres along (211 (S m),
straddles the track and another pitstead (221
(6 m)r a slightly larger one' lies some 40
metres to the east. Now at the lower end of
the millstone-working area (So 5419 61541 |
straddling the path, is another of the larger
type pitsteads (23 (0 m).

Following the rocks up the hill northwards
there is no sign of any further millstone
workings. I did however pick up a sample of
what looks like red sandstone about halfway
up. Following the trackway down and to the
east, this is still a good wide track even
though it is marked on the OS maps as just a
path, but it would still take carts. The
woodland to the low side is carri-sh here but
there are no signs of any tracks or
pitsteads.

Some 20 metres up (north) from the track are
two pitsteads within 1 0 metres of one another
(241 (5 m); (251 (S m). Down within a few
metres of the Conder the track has a few
stones building up the low side, and another
placed stone on the track side (souLh).

Then just before the gill beck comes down
across the track there is a pitstead 126l ( S

m), and below it the remains of a
Charcoalburner's or Barker's hut (SD 5429
61 49 ) on a north/ sout.h axis. This hut is
within a metre of the giII beck, and is
almost rectangular, 2 metres x 3 ':letres

Pitstead (15) (5 m) is some 30
to north of the last one.

Now moving up to the track and following it
to the etit there is a pitstead (16) (S m),
(SD 5392 61641. This one is righL across the
trackway, cut out above and banked on the low
side.

The trackway is still wide and flat, and
firm, banked up in places but no sign of any
stonework or metatling, and the woodland is
carrish here.

Another pitstead (171 (6 m) is some 40 metres
further ltottg the track to the east, again
buitt across the track. Some 30 metres along
the track is another pitstead (1 B) (6 m) '
This one is similar to the others found on
the trackway beinq qpilt across the track'
Another pitslead (19) (5 m) is in the wood
below about 1 2 metres down from the track due
south of pitstead 18 (So 5499 6160). Some 40

metres fuither along to the east the trackway
forks, ( SD 5403 61 61 ) and the main track
drops down southwards slightly and there is a

"ruil.t 
track which heads at an angle up the

hillside, in a north-easterly direction'
This runs right up to pitstead B above and
possibly usea to join the short piece of
track seen running through the millstone
working area.

The next pitstead (201 (S m) along the bottom
track has some stone walling on the low side
and it is well ciug into the bank at the back
(north). Just below the track here there is

metres above
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internally, the doorway on the south-east,
and no signs of a fireplace or any stone. ft
consists of banks well grassed over today.
Up the gill there is nothing but the small
stream. The track carries on to the east and
crosses the beck where there are a few placed
stones which could be the remains of a stone
claper-type bridge. Over the gill beck and a
few metres to the south below the trackway
are two more pitsteads (SD 5431 A147li (27)
(S m), (28) (4 m+) r smaller than average,
close together and weIl overgrown.

The trackway carries on but is a bit worn in
places and boggy, and in some places it is
banked with a few stones on the low side.
Some 40 metres from the last pitstead there
is yet another of the placed marker stones,
whi-ch is aLmost buift into the south side of
the trackway banking. About 1 0 metres along
and a few up the hill is another pitstead
(291 (S m), (SD 5436 6149). This one is very
steeply banked up and its lower edge has
spilled over onto the trackway below,
suggesting that this pitstead is later than
the track. Another pitstead (30) (S m) some
70 metres further along the track, again
almost covers the trac]<way.

Some 70 metres up the hill and to the north-
west from pitstead 30 are two more pitsteads
spaced about 40 metres apart, ( 31 ) ( 5 m) ;(32) (s m).

To the east at SD 5444 61 53 there is a series
of placed stones, about six in a row and
partly coursed. They have two oldish oak
trees growing over them now. If it is the
remains of a charcoalburners' hut there is no
other evidence to be seen today.

A few metres to the
pitstead (33) (5 m).

east there is another
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At SD 5449 6151 there is a pitstead (34) (S
m) which is just below the remains of a hut
and below this are two more pitsteads (35) (5
m); (36) (s m).

Across the new post and wire fence which
bounds this world can be seen the remains ofthe old wall which just disappears withouttrace a few metres before the beck, but from
down in the wood bottom can now be seen whatlooks like a possibte relict field boundarystarting up across the other side of tha
beck.

Down across the beck to the south just overthe footbridge there are two smallish andbadly weathered pitsteads, (37) (4 m); (39)
( 4 m+ ) on either side of the new post and
wi-re f ence.

On the west side of the new fence at SD 5449
61 42 there is a mound and some rough groundright next to the old pitstead and -the area
where there is an old bank and ditch featureand the becks join. Just across the other
beck here is an angular length of bank andditdh, which runs down from the 9i1l to thesouth and turns at right angles crossingunder the new fence to the north-east andruns towards the beck which flows from CalfHill Wood. The bank is some 2 metres acrossin places with a deep ditch on the Littledaleside. ft could have crossed the beck at onetime to the north and joined onto the oldwall remnant mentioned earlier. This bank
and ditch runs up the gill beck line (south)
and is replaced by stone with the ditch stillon the eastern side. Further up this feature
becomes more easily identified as an old waIIfoundation, about 1 metre wide and coursed afew stones high in places, but in othersalmost grordn over. This runs right up theeast side of the beck until it is almost
washed out in places at the top end. At thetop are two waIl heads and the stream gap.



One wall bounding Cragg Wood is of the 'Ha-
Ha' type, and could be quite olf' pre-
Enclosure Award at least' The other wall
iunning to the south-east is similar'

There is a fenced-off section of woodland on
the Littledale side of the new fence' This
is very steep land but has been coppiced' the
trees Leing sparse today. Up almost - at the
top "f the-bank of this *oodland on the west
of'the highest point there are a series of
smaff f ta[tistr aieas, about 2/3 metres Iong
;;a less than 2 metres wide, but man-made'
If they have been for charcoal-burning they
ui. tha smallest r have ever seen' and not

"LrV 
practicable- These are marked as three

.toi"L" on the map- Below these on the north
i; ; pitstead (3e) (4m) (sD 5453 61411, werl
banked and on the steep side of the hill'
This .is not the circular type; it is more
eio"gateO in shape. Up next to the field
warr is a pitstead (42) ism), (so 5460 6139)
more circular this time.

Just to the south-south-west are a series of
four small stone mounds' At SD 5468 6146
there is another pitstead (43) (S m)' This
one is walled on tire Ip" side, and the modern
iiefa wall is built in-to it at the back'

The general area has some rough ground stones
abou[., and some stones in the stream appear
to have been P1aced in a line'

Below this last steading down near the beck
Lf,"t" is what appears to be an old waII
foundation, or a -boundary mark, which runs
for some 30 metres. The ground above this
ieatrrte is dry; that below is wet' It runs
downhill at ai-r angle towards the beck where
there are quite a lot of stones and then
crosses the beck and runs up tlt other
hillside. Perhaps it is an old track to give
u.."=s to the pitsteads ' Down at the beck

"iA. 
is another pitsteaA ( 41 ) ( S m) ' Across
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the beck are twu more pitsteads (40) (S m)
and (40a) (5 m).

Further survey began from the south-west
corner across the Conder at SD 5380 6155, at
the small gate just above the beck by Cragg
Cottage. About 12 metres up from the beck
and running parallel with it is the remains
of an old wall, constructed of huge rough
stones, with a ditch on its south side. The
first pitstead (441 (e m) is some 50 metres
into the wood and just to the south of the
o1d waII at SD 5385 6154. It is built over
part of the wall filling the ditch so it must
post-date it. Some 5 metres up the bank to
the south there is a dug-out area 2 x 3

metres, perhaps for stone for the wall. A
further 25 metres along the wall there is
another piLstead (45) (5 m) and the waII has
been built out of line to accommodate it.
There is a smaller pitstead (46) (4 m+) just
to the south.

About here the wall is more of a 'Ha-Ha'
type, and the ditch is more of a track a
metre or so wide and the ditch appears to
have been filled to accommodate it. Some 200
metres in and the trackway curves to the
south leaving the old waII line. As the
Conder begins to meander the wall begins to
meander down towards it to run within 1 0

metres of it in places. Here the waII is
almost complete, still having the huge
flattish topstones on it. After some 1 00
metres the wall begins to curve back to the
south, and there is some evidence of stone-
quarrying on the south. rn places where the
track is not right alongside it there is some
evidence of a ditch on the south side. This
woodland is all coppiced, mainly oak but not
as good as the northern side.

At about SD 5424 61 42 there are a few small
ftat areas to the south up the steeper side;
these are only a metre or so in diameter.
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The wall just ends near a point where another
oldish stone wall comes down at right angles
on a north-south axis; both these walls have
gone quite a distance before the point where
one would expect them to join- There is no
possibility of the north-south wall crossing
the Conder and joining up to another as there
is only an unwalled gill and the spring next
to the pitstead hut. Another pitstead (471
(l m) (SO 5425 61411, larger than most seen
in this wood, with a nice stone walled lower
edge walled three courses high and in good
repair suggests this pitstead is relatively
late, possibly late 1 9th centurY-

Pitstead (48) (S m) lies just to the north of
the last one. To the south at about SD 5430
61 40 there are a series of three quite small
pitsteads (49-51) (g m), none being more than
3 metres across, and what could be a sammel
mound.' 30 metres to the east is a badly worn
pitstead (521 (S m) with a spring running
Lhrough it, and a sammel pile next to it-

A few metres to the east is another pitstead
(53) (2 x 5 m); this is the linear type of
stead and well cut into the hi-Ilside.
Another pitstead (54) -(5 m) is some 25 metres
along. witfrin 20 metr'es of the gilt beck is
a laige modern type pitstead (55) (7m), (SD

5447 6139). No sign remains of any stone on
the bottom side, but it is very well
preserved.

Further west along a path there is another
pitstead (56) (S m), a smaller one but weII
banked up on its north side- In this area of
the wood there is a line of much older trees t
scots pine, then thick scrub birch and larch'
with oik on the top side still coppiced and
here and there are some oak stumps' some
almost a metre across. The next steading
(57) (O m) is about halfway up the scarp and
a smaller one (SD 5436 6136) just below it on

the edge of the scarp (58) (Z x 4 m); this is
one of the linear type.

A small pit here lies just below the minor
track at SD 5424 61 38 with a faint track
leading up to it from the west. Had this
been in a known coal-seam area it would be
classed as a possible bell-pit, and'measures
2 m x 3 m, hollowed with a tree growing in it
and a good spoil rj-m.

The north-south axis wall runs through just
to the west; it is still intact in places,
Iooks modern, is 3 ft high with some slatey
stones in it.

Up on the main track and just through the
gateway on the south at SD 5421 61 35 there is
what looks like the end of a stone drain with
stone covers on it, and some odd bits of
stone lying around, perhaps the site of some
industrial activity as it is not a place one
would expect to locate a stone field drain.

Back on the main
the. east, is a
across the track.
and drops down.
other steadings.

track, through the gate to
pitstead (59) (6 m); built

Just here the track forks
It must lead down to the

The main track is 2 metres wide and
unmetalled but would take carts; it has been
walled in places on the low side to bank it
up.

one or two small mounds are to be seen in the
woodland.

Along the track at SD 5431 6132 there are the
remai-ns of two Charcoalburners t or Bakers I

huts, one either side of the track. Both
have the foundation outline preserved and the
stone fireplaces. The fireplaces are in a
good state of preservation, quite massive in
construction some 2 metres across' semi-
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circular and rounded at the back; both have
the fire-hoIe lintels in place and the hearth
behind. The hut foundations are roughly
square being some 3 metres either way
iriternally, and built of clayey soil. The
top one has a doorway on lts north side' on
eilher side of the huts are two weII
preserved pitsteads (50) 0 m); (61) (7 m),
and above them some small diggings and mound
where perhaps sammel has been dug- About 30
metres below the track there is a pit-Iike
feature, with a spoil heap on the north side.
It is about 2 m x 3 m and circular and 0.6 m

deep. The trackway ends at this point and is
replaced by a narrow Path.

Up the hillside to the south there is another
pitstead (63) (4 m). This is only a sma11
one but in a very good state of preservation;
it has no stone incorPorated in its
construction. Up on the hilltop at SD 5445
6126 there are a few stones lying about and
some of them are built into lines of three or
four together.

On the edge of the gill side there is another
pitstead (54) (S x 6 m) (So 5444 6130) well
dug out of the hillsidqr and built up some 2

*ef.r"s on the low sidel it is not circular,
more oblong in shape. This stead would make
a good model for hillside construction
methods and needs to be measured and
photographed in better weather.

Up on the top of the hill to the west there
aie a few small mounds only a metre or so in
size.

At SD 5438 6120 right up by the fell wall is
a pitstead (65) (0 m), part of which has been
cut to allow the building of the wall; this
wall is one marked on the c.1800 maps so we
can assume that the pitstead is much earlier.

The woodland on the toP of
-39-

but in a poor state of repair. Up the hill

managed or coppiced and there
any paths or tracks. Round to
there is another wall, this
modern built of quarried stone

are no signs of
the west where

is 1.2 m plus,
with throughs,

6128 are
2 metres

to the east of this waII at SD 5432
what look like two small beII pits,
across, set in some roughish ground.
could be sammel pits as there is boulder
around. This area has few trees and
mainly bracken and scrub.

These
clay

grows

Along the wood side to the north there is
some evidence of disturbance, odd hollows and
small mounds but the ground here is naturally
rough and rocky in places. There are also
some quarry holes. At SD 5423 6125 there are
a series of well-defined mounds within the
space of about 20 metres; these are similar
to others found in the area being about 1

metre wide and 2 Long, a mix of stone and
soil, and might be animal burials. Back to
the north-south axis wall just above the main
trackway the wall is orthoclastic in places.

About 30 metres to the west and some 1 0
metfes down from the track is a pitstead (66)
(q x 6 m). This one is the elongated type,
worn and damaged suggesting great age. The
woodland to the south of the track is still
good coppiced oak. At SD 541 6 6129 is
another pitstead (671 (S m) with stone on the
rim side. To the west is a short piece of
waII set near a rocky outcrop, which could be
the remains of a hut or shelter, but it must
have been a small crude one. This type of
rough shelter is a common feature where
quarrying has been carried out, and there are
several on the west side of this valleyr up
on the Knotts Quarries. Just here begins a
series of stone quarries that are spread
right along the scarp as far as the western
boundary of the wood.

pitstead (68) (5 m) at sD s409 6112j is verythis hill is not
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overgrown and is of the elongated type. On
the top of this hill and to the west is a
possible building foundation measuring 2 m x
3 m, in a very overgrown area and full of
rocks. Just inside the Geer Clough wall at
SD 5400 6128 is a large pitstead (69) (t m),
very f lat and .circular, built up on the
bottom side.

Below to the north at SD 5402 6134 is an
excavated hole about 0.6 m deep and 3 metres
round, with no sign of any spoil. There are
several smaller holes nearbyr so these are
possibly stone pits. Within a few metres is
another pitstead (70) (l m), with not much of
a banking on it at aII, and one or two sammel
heaps and diggings nearby. Some 60 metres to
the east is another pitstead (71') (6 m), with
no lip on it but just a flat circular area.
20 metres below this to the north-east is
another pitstead (721 (0 m), a lip with stone
on the bottom side, dug out at the back.

To the south of this is a square stone
enclosure of large rough stones set out
singly on two sides but with some coursing on
the north side. Ir{easuring 6 m x 6 m

externally if it is a luilding foundation it
is the largest yet seen in this area. There
is an entrance at the eastern side, and a
pile of rough stones at the west end which
might have been a fireplace. No trees grow
in it but there is a large rough stone or two
near the centre, which suggest that it has
never been a pitstead. The general area now
is very rough and rocky. Back on the track
heading west, right down in the wood to the
north near the beck scarp is a pitstead (73)
(6 m) at SD 5415 6143. The next pitstead
(741 0 m) is right across the track and has
the remains of a hut nearby ( So 5408 61 421 ,
with a stone supported edge on the north.
The present trackway has cut and worn into
it, with some deepish ruts.

The hut has the stone fireplace in a much
better state of preservation than the others
f ound in this wood, with a lintel in place
over the hearth and some 2 ft of the fire
holding area still intact, but the hut area
is almost circular, only just over 2 m across
and banked on the bottom side. Below and to
the west 1s a pitstead (75) (e m) again
almost on the scarp edge. Also in this
general area are what I interpret
pits and heaps, including quite a
just above the track.

as sammel
large one

Further to the west are two more pitsteads
(761 0 m) ; (771 0 m) , almost joined
together, both lie right across the track, in
fact the track has been widened in this
general area in order to accommodate them and
it is walIed in places to support it on the
lower side.

Another small pitstead (78) (+ m) Iies just
1 5 m up the hillside due south at SD 5398
6141. Alongside this is a typical stone Pit'
some 3 m across and some spoil has been
thrown out on the downhill side (north).

The general area just
been worked for stone.

here appears to have

Below this and just to the south of the track
is another pitstead l79l (S m), a smal-ler
type

One pitstead (80) (S m) just below the track
has a hut foundation just below it. The hut
is very ruinous with the fireplace stone on
the south side. Little or no sign survives
of the hut outline which must have been to
the north. Further to the north-west right
on the edge of the scarp is another smaller
pitstead (81 ) lZ x 4 m). This is of the
elongated type, well built up on the lower
side. Another similar type pitstead l82l (4
m) about 25 m further west is badly eroded.
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Within 35 m of the wall and gate to the west
at SD 5387 6146, there is just to the north
of the track another of the larger type
pitsteads (83) (7 m). The wall on this side
of the wood is of pre-Enclosure Award date,
built from very large stones, water rounded
in many cases, with no sign of throughs in
the original unrepaired sections, and it
could be a useful guide to assisting dating
and classification. The oId sheepfold marked
on the c.1 800 map is now just a relict
feature, with the gateway on the south-east.
Quite large foundation stones are used
especially on the downhill corners. It
measures some 20 m by 5 m.
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The development of towns in Cumbria isgenerally accepted as having occurred afterthe Norman Conquest of the area in 1092,although many were founded on the sites ofearlier Roman settlements, as at Carlisle r etclose by. This development was much laterthan in the rest of England, where urbancommunj-ties began to flourish in the laterAnglo-Saxon period. Kendal was one of thefew places in Cumbria to have been assessedby the Domesday survey (AD t Og6 ) ; thenorthern part of the region was stilI a partof Scotland at that date. Domesday bookrefers to it as Cherchebi; its name, ireaning
'the settlement by the church in Kentdale' ]suggests a community of some importance atthe time of the Norman Conquest and there arehints that the area that Kendal has dominated
was a territorial entity in pre-Norman timesand that the town superseded an earlierestate centre in the vicinity.
11 1 1 89 King Richard f granted the lord ofthe barony of Kendal ; weekly market onSaturdays in 'Kyrkebi in Xendale' and acharter of the lord of Kenda1, William ofLancaster fff, granting and confirming urbanpfiyileges dates to between 1222 .rd 1246.Whilst this granting of a borough charterwltnesses the formal recognition of the urbanstatus of Kendal, the actual mechanisms bywhich this and other nucleated settrementsdeveloped to a point where they lrerefulfilling the functions hre associate with atown are imperfectly understood. The fact,however, that the borough charter was grantedby the lord of the barony implies t.liat. theinitiative came from his desiri to develop amarket as a source of revenue for himself, a

common occurrence in this period.
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